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PREFACE

The science of chemistry has produced many commodities
for the advancement of man.

One of the most recent of these

products of the test tube is the great family of artificial
resins, more commonly called plastics.

The growth of plas-

tics has been almost as interesting as the material itself.
Because of the ease with which it may be molded or shaped,
and because of the vario us ways in which it may be used,
plastics are becoming some of the most versatile materials.
New uses are being found for this colorful compotmd practically every day , and we are beginning to regard it in the
same class with more common materials such as wood and metal .
An attempt has been made to write this paper in terms
as general as the topic will permit so that anyone unfamiliar
with the tecbnical side of the problem will be able to obtain a broad view of the history, characteristics , and uses
of the new "Gem of Modern Industry"; and how it is adaptable
to industrial arts .
The plastic manufacturing companies were very generous
in supplying me with pamphlets, bulletins, circulars, and
samples of their products which were very helpful to me in
writing this paper.

The names and addresses of these com-

panies are listed in Appendix II.
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CHAPTER I
IlifTRODUCT IO:M

For a long time the public has expressed a keen interest in synthetic materials, whether as substitutes for natural resources that will one day be exhausted, or as improvements upon natural materials whose limitations have become
apparent.

Among all the products and processes that chemis-

try has found, none has attracted more attention than plastics.
During the last two decades, there has been tremendous development in the plastics industry.

War-time conditions

multiplied enormously the uses of this product.

Every day

new uses are found for this material and it is no longer considered as a substitute for scarce materials.

Plastic arti-

cles are everywhere about us, yet a surprisingly few of us
know very much about plastics.

Our industrial arts depart-

ments pride themselves on being so organized that students
may explore all industrial channels open to them in adult
life, yet few of them offer a course in plastics.

In view

of these facts, the problem confronting the writer of this
paper is to show the need for a unit in plastics in industrial arts; show the ease in which the unit can be added to
an existing \•rnodwork unit; and show the ease with which the
material can be worked.

The increasing importance of plas-

tics merits it's introduction into the school program.

The

rapid and almost phenomenal growth of plastics has created a
vital need for men trained in the industry and at the same

2

times brought the use of plastics well within the reach of
the craftsman.
t the present time the dearth of experienced
personnel is steadily becoming more acute and
as the plastics industry continues to expand,
this need is bound to make itself manifest.
Tremendous opportunities are now open to those
individuals who wish to enter this vast expansion and it behooves the enterprising graduate
to gain whatever knowledge he can fertaining
to various phases of the industry.
The hypothesis of this study is -- plastics should be
included in explorato~J courses of industrial arts.
The study will cover the tools, equipment, and work
processes for the types of plastics best suited for industrial arts classes .
t the outset of this paper, the writer made the following basic assumptions : (1) To the writer's knowledge, most industrial arts shops in Texas do not have a course in plastics; (2)
It would follow then, that few industrial arts students have
been exposed to plastics; (3) Plastics can be easily acquired
and (4)

minimum amount of special equipment is needed to work

plastics .
It is the primary purpose of the ~rriter to analyse the possibilities of a unit in plastics in the industrial arts shop
with a view to giving high school students an opportunity to
become familiar with a material that is becoming as common as
wood or metal in the industrial world .

1

J . H. Dubois , Plastics, p. 9
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CHAPTER II
vlHAT .ARE PLASTICS
A complete accurate definition covering all types and

kinds of plastics would be too involved and complex to even
attempt in this paper.

However, for all practical purposes

we may say that plastics are materials that can be formed or

molded into almost any desired shape and then have the property to retain that shape.

This definition covers such arti-

cles as rubber, pitch, glass, copale, shellac, plaster of
paris, concrete, and numerous other substances as well as the
more recent discoveries in synthetic resins.
In it's broadest sense, plastics include a great number
of materials.

The term plastics as it is used most frequent-

ly at the present time, and as it will be used throughout
this paper applies almost exclusively to the synthetic products of modern chemists.
Public interest has probably centered largely upon the
synthetic resin plastic because of the number and variety of
uses to which it is suited.

The chemist has been able to

produce at will resinous materials having the hardness of
stone, the transparency of glass, the flexibility of rubber,
or the insulating quality of mica.

These synthetic resins in

combination with suitable fillers, are readily molded into
products characterized by excellent strength, light weight,
and dimensional stability.

They are resistant to moisture,

moderate heat, sunlight, and other deteriorating factors.

They
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lend themselves especially to the rapid manufacture of large
quantities of accurately sized ~arts by the application of
heat and pressure to the material placed in suitable molds
and to the use of original or imitative effects in a variety
of colo rs .
Plastics are classified according to the chemical source
of the material and according to the effect of heat upon them.
According to the c hemi cal source, plastics are classed as synthetic resins, natural resins, cellulose derivatives, and protein substances.

According to the effect of heat, they are

classed as the thermoplastic materials and the thermosetting
materials.
Synthetic resins are compounds which occur as chemical
combinations of other compounds and are produced in the chemist's laboratory by the result of chemi cal action .

Some of

the raw materials used in their production include carbolic
acid, forrftaldebyde, glycerol, petroleum, camphor, coal, nitric
acid, sulphuric acid, polymerized acetate, and many others.
These synthetic plastics are kno~m under such trade names
as Bakelite, Catalin, Garalin, Glyptal, and many others.

They

can be cast, molded, or laminated into such articles as automotive parts, table-ware, buttons, buckles, jewelry, radio
cabinets, hardware, and thousands of others.
Natural resins are more familiarly known by their connnon
names such as shellac, rosin, pit ch, and asphalt, than by the
trade names attached by the manufacturers to the molded pro -
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ducts produced from them.

Natural resins are produced by

nature in their original form although it is often necessary
to purify them from foreign matter· before they may be used
commercially.

These natural resins are used in industry to

produce a fusible type of molded asbestos or wood flour.

This

mixture is placed in a mold, subjected to pressure, removed
from the mold, and cured in ovens.

This type of material is

used for electrical parts, knobs, handles, dials, etc.

They

are not as strong as synthetic plastics, and they are restricted in color to black or dark shades.

Hot-molding compositions

containing chiefly shellac as the binder are used in electrical insulators for high voltage equipment in telephone parts,
and phonograph records.

Some of the trade names under which

these natural resin plastics are sold are Thermoplax, Ceteo,
Gummon, Composite, and Lacanite.
Cellulose derivatives are perhaps the most widely used
and best kno~m of arry of the plastic materials.

Cellophane,

rayon, and celluloid are examples of this particular type of
plastics.

Cellulose, the basic raw material of these products,

is obtained in a fairly fibrous condition as either ordinary cotton or pulped wood.

Treatment with suitable chemi-

cals such as nitric acid and sulphuric acid converts cellulose into compounds which may be easily shaped to the desired
form.

Cellulose plastics are easily made into thin sheets

which are very flexible and tough.

These plastics conduct

heat slowly and can be made substantially tasteless, odorless,
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and transparent.

They are used for photographic film, safe-

ty glass, flexible window material, artificial leather, and
lacquers as well as for rayon, cellophane, and celluloid.
Protein substances are well kno~m because of the source
of raw material.

Two of the best kno\•m sources of raw ma-

terial for this type of plastics are casein, which is secured
from skimmed milk, and soybean meal, which is produced from
soy beans.

These protein substances are thoroughly kneaded

into a colloidal mass, which is then formed into the shape desired.

These formed pieces are hardened by treating them

with formaldehyde and the finished product is used for articles such as buttons, imitation horn articles, and buckles.
This particular type of plastic absorbs a certain amount of
moisture and therefore will warp if made in thin sheets.
Thermosetting plastics are set or cured by the application of heat.

In this process, a chemical action called

polymerization changes them from a hot flowing liquid into a
rigid friable solid, which can never again be softened and
1
re-formed by heat.
Thermosetting plastics are similar to concrete in that the ingredients are mixed together in the proper proportions, and, after the mixture is cured in a form or
mold, the shape is retained.
Thermoplastic materials can be remelted and remolded in-

1

Arthur Dunham, Working With Plastics, p. 2
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definitely. 1

They contain no fillers and are as homogenous

as glass, hence no matter where they are cut, the new surface
can be brought to a brilliant finish.

Nearly all of the plas-

tics suitable for craftwork are of the thermoplastic type.
The fact that thermoplastics can be melted and cast or molded
indefinitely makes possible an economical use of material in
multiple molding .
The manufacturing of plastic articles is under constant
change due to new discoveries which a.re being found by an
army of research chemis ts.

There are three large divisions

or types of manufacture into which the solid synthetic plastics may be divided .

These groups are designated as cast,

molded, or laminated products .
Cast resinoids of which the phenol-formaldehyde compound is an example, is a compound formed by uniting carbolic acid and form.aldehyde with the aid of hydrochloric
acid or some other catalyst.

This is placed into large

nickel lined kettles where it is cooked at a low temperature until it reaches the consistency and color of honey .
This is called stage A in the production of a cast resinoid.
If a color is to be added, it is mixed into the plastic at
this stage.

This syrupy liquid is next poured into lead

forms which are made by dipping a steel-alloy die into molten
lead.

The lead forms a coating around the die and after the

lead cools, it i~ removed and filled with the unpolymerized
1

~ - , p.2
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resinoid and a filler such as wood flour, asbestos, cellulose,
or mica.

The filler not only reduces the cost of the molded

articles, but by the use of various fillers, desirable chara cteristics can be given to the finished product.

The filler

and color pigments are mixed with the powdered unpolymerized
resinoid, and the three are ground together.

The resulting

powder is then run between hot rolls, causing the filler to
be thoroughly impregnated with the molten resinoid.

Sheets

of this material resulting from this operation are ground
into a powder and thoroughly mixed to insure uniformity.
powder is now ready to be formed in a mold.

This

The molds are

made of hardened steel with a high polished surface and are
mounted in hydraulic presses .

A pressure of from one to four

tons per square inch, and a temperature of about 350°F. melts
the material and forces it into the smallest crevice of the
mold .

The material is removed after a few minutes, and the

mold is ready for another charge .

Metal parts are sometimes

embedded into the molded piece at the time of the molding,
thus saving time and labor in assembly .
Laminated resinoids are made of binding sheets of paper
or cloth together with the plastic for an adhesive .

The stage

A or unpolymerized resinoid is dissolved in a solvent which
thins the syrupy liquid and gives it more penetrating po er.
Sheets of paper or cloth are then dipped into this material
until saturated .

The solvent is removed, leaving the resinoid

thoroughly distributed thoroughout the material .

The sheets

of paper or cloth are then placed between heated platens of a
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hydraulic press and both heat and pressure are applied in
about the same degree as in the molding process .

The resinoid

melts, fusing the sheets together into a solid compressed
mass which cannot be softened by heat and in some cases is as
strong as cast iron.
This tY!)e of binder used in the laminated product is d etermined by what the finished product is to be used for.

Paper

laminated stock is used for table tops, radio panels, and for
electrical instrmnent panels.

Among other uses, linen or can-

vas laminated stock is used for timin
and pinion gears in factory lathes.
and will not corrode.

gears in automobiles
They a re silent opera ting

"Sometimes graphite is embedded in oth er

types of laminated plastics to provide ~utomatic lubrica tion
when the material is employed in bearings".

1

A list of all materials made entirely or partially from
synthetic plastics would be almost useless to attempt, and it
would be out of date shortly after it's completion because of
the tremendous growth in the use of plastics .

To

ive some

idea as to the widespread use of this product , "The British
Plastics Year-book for 1943 required fifty-five pa es merely
to list the products made from plastics, and thirty pages to
list the substances from which synthetic plastics are made 11 • 2
A few of the fields in which plastics of various forms are
1

J.E. Lodge, "Chemistry Gives Us Amazing New Substances" ,
Popular Science , 137: October, 1945, p .21
2

"Plastics: Me·west Chemical Mag ic 11 , Literary Digest,
October, 1949, p. 15
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used include waterproof fabrics, wood and metal finishes,
electrical and radio parts , automobile manufacture, machine
manufacture, furniture, building construction, aviation, dentistry, musical instruments, veneers, safety glass, lenses ,
accessories, and boat building.

More and more articles are

appearing in newspapers and magazines showing new uses of
plastics.

The following is a sample.

Ability of glass to resist severe impact and
maintain it's elasticity was demonstrated at
the Institute (Franklin Institute, Philadelphia,
Pa .) while officials of the five companies which
sponsored it's development looked on. The new
plastic, expected to lessen the possibility of
fractures and concussions when a person is thro,m
against an automobile windshield or window, was
developed in six years of research and ~ith an
outlay of $6 ,000,000. Glass laminated with the
plastic-polyninyl acetal resin- has been found to
be about five times more bendable than ordinary
types £f safety glass . It may be rolled up like
a rug.
Perhaps one of the oddest uses of a plastic is that made
by a Canadian who in 1926 was the victim of an accident that

tore away part of his head.

Today, he O\>Jes his life to a

molded skull of Bakelite . 2
Plastics are used in sports for golf club faces and for
covering club shafts, for plastic golf tees called plas-tees,
ping pong balls, covering and decorating tennis rackets, lures
for fish, colorful baffers, transparent minnow traps, parts
1

"Chemistry in Industry", Scientific American, June, 1949,
P • 24
2

"Plastics : Newest Chemical Magic", Literary Digest , October, 194~, p. 17
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of rods and reels, football cleats, helmets, and various
other protective wearing apparel for sports such as baseball and hockey .
Transparent oil cans, unbreakable watch crystals , piano
keys, radio cabinets, adding machine and typewriter buttons,
animated cartoons, bathroom fixtures, bird ca es, jewelry,
buttons, pins , clock cases, combs, collar buttons, dental
plates, dials, dice, drafting instruments, drawer pulls,
drum shells, drum sticks, food covers, goggles, mirrors, pens,
notebook covers, notebook binding, pencils, phonograph records,
pocket knife handles, poker chips, powder puff boxes, razor
parts, safety glass , shoe eyelets, signs, slide rules, surgical instruments, s·witch plates, table\<{are, tooth-brush handles,
toys, ukulele pegs, wood heel covers, and writing pads represent a few of the varied products that are produced from plas tics.
Plastics are also being used in the building industry for
both interior and exterior decoration.

Neon tubes within bars

or sheets of tinted plastic offer new effects for the advertising and the electric lighting industries.
Polystyrene, one of the more recent plastics produced by
the Dow Chemical Company, is so clea r that small newspaper
type may be clearly seen through a section t~enty-four inches
thick.
"If wood can be successfully added to synthetic resin,
the question arises whether resin can be used for im.preg-
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nating seasoned wood.

This has been accomplished after pro-

longed experiment, first in France and now this country".
(England)

1

This Bakelized wood is much stronger than untreated

wood, yet it may be machined, cut, drilled, planed, or shaped
with ease.

It is fireproof and is a good insulator.

It is

used mainly in the electrical industry, but is also used for
anti-corrosine receptacles for acids.
Another unique use of plastics is in the manufacture of
contact lenses , sometimes called "invisible spectack s" which
are attached by suction to the eyeball.

"The American firm of

Bausch and Lamb now put out a white bakelite lens which matches
perfectly the color and dimensions of the eyeball.

The center

part is clear optical glass ground to the proper prescription 11 •

2

Experimenting with various raw materials such as soy beans,
peanut husks, coffee beans, and other such materials has proved
very interesting to the plastic industry.

One of these experi-

ments is being carried on at present by the Forest Products
Laboratory, Madison, Wis consin, where as plastic is being produced from wood lignin.

Lignin is the substance which cements

the fibers of wood together into a solid block of board.
also found in the woody stems of all plants.
to 30 per cent of the weight of all wood.

It is

It makes up to 20

Because lignin can

be secured from the waste products of other industries, it's
1

"Development in Bakelized Wood", British Plastics,
February, 1949, p. 486
2

"Invisible Spectacles", Readers Digest, May, 1949, p . 67
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future may be quite bright.

"The paper pulp mills of our na-

tion dump one million tons of lignin into our streams every
year as waste pulping liquor, and the logging and sawmill industries waste at least fifteen million tons during their
year's work" .

1

'When pure lignin is plasticized , it forms a

quite brittle resin, but when a fibrous filler is used, a
strong durable material is produced .

\vhen wood is used for a

raw material, both the plastic resin and the wood flour filler
can be obtained from the same raw materials .

This plastic is

produced under a pressure of about 3,500 pounds per square
inch while at a temperature of 135°c.

The color of this lig-

nin plastic is black, and it is an opaque material resembling
hard rubber.

"Paper, cloth, metal powders, or wood veneer,

may be made an integral part of the finished material by inserting it before pressing.

Very beautiful and attractive hard

panels have been produced by the use of figured veneers such
as walnut, woven veneers, and appliqued veneers."

2

These veneered plastic panels are compressed close to
their maximum density.

A heavy blow from a hammer will only

slightly dent the material which is also waterproof and tough.
The wood veneer needs no finish as it is impregnated with the
lignin plastic .

This material should make good table tops,

and should be suited for any place where the beauty of natural
1

Charles Breskin, "Uew Products and Processes", Scientific
American, May, 1950, p . 298
2

Ibid, P • 204
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wood is desired plus the additional value of strength and serviceability.
Another odd use of plastics is as a bearing material in
certain types of rayon and chemical plants.

A glass- carving

plant, for example, had to have bearings that would stand up
in the presence of hydrofluoric acid,
cally anything but wax.

ihich will eat practi-

Wooden bearings had previously been

used, but they lasted only a few hours.

Cast resin bearin s

were tried and their life extended to months.
l-!ore applications for plastics such as these are still
just beginning to be found, for the material is, even yet,
new outside of its own laboratories.

Its many unusual pro-

perties open up vast fields for experimentation that have been
here-to-fore closed by the natural limitations of other types
of material.

15

CHAPTER III
HISTORY OF PLASTICS
Contrary to common belief, the plastics industry is not
a modern one.
war.

Rather, it owes it's beginning to the Civil

Billiards and cards being the chief amusements of soci-

ety during the winters of that era; a great demand for billia rd
balls arose.

Elephants did not produce ivory in quantities

large enough to meet the needs of America.

Phelan and Collander,

New York merc.1:1a.nts offered ten thousand dollars reward for an
ivory substitute.

3ohn Wesley Hyatt, a printer from the village

of Starkey, New York, was one of the contesta nts.

He worked in

a make-shift laboratory mixing chemicals, heating liquids,
and applying pressure until finally he discovered a new substance.

It was celluloid, the first of the modern plastics.

Some forty years after the printer Hyatt discovered
celluloid , snapshot enthusiasts all over the country contributed indirectly to the next step in plastics.
A Belgian American chemist, Dr. Leo Bakeland had discovered a superior printing paper for photographers called
velox.

With money obtained from it's sale, he set up a

laboratory a t Yonkers, New York and began experimenting with
the tarry substance produced by the chemical action of phenol
and formaldehyde, hoping to make a substitute for varnish.
His experiments were one long line of failures until in 1907
a catalyzer (a chemical agent which causes other substances
to rea ct without entering into the combination itself) enabled
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him to succeed.
The material produced by the reaction was quite different
from any known substance .

It was a hard , clear, yellow sub-

stance which resembled amber in appearance, but it's c1aracteristics were quite different .

In honor of it's maker, the

new substance was named Bakelite .
Experiments with Bakelite revealed a curious fact.

In

it's raw state, heat softened it and alcohol dissolved it.
But when it was subjected to great heat it hardened into a
state in which neither chemicals nor heat affected it.
Up until World War I comparatively little use was made of
Dr. Bakeland's discovery .

The entire plastic industry in 1914

involved an investment of about ~15,000,000 as compared with
1
$25,000 ,000 ,000 in 1930.
The E . I. Dupont De Nemours company experimented during
World War I with viscose rayon.

They advertised and developed

the product to such an extent that it was firmly established
before the depression yea rs, when rayon products continued to
see themselves with almost no advertising .
By 1929, casein, a skimmed milk product, the alkyd re-

sins (which revolutionized the paint industry), cellulose acetate, and urea or

11

Beetle 11 were placed on the market.

In 1930,

the annual sale of plastic products in the United States had
reached a value of $25,000 ,000.
1

nApproach of the Plastic Age", Literary
1932, P • 42

igest, January 2,
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Plastic products--bathroom cups, "Skippy" cereal bowls,
plastic measuring spoons given as premiums to customers during
depression years rose from a two hundred million dollar volume in 1931 to a four hundred and fifty million volume in 1941.
Every large chemical company had research staffs for plastics .
At the onset of World War II, the plastics industry was firmly
established.
Following Pearl Harbor, civilians suddenly became aware
that synthetic rubber also is a plastic.

The izmnediate hope

of American drivers overnight turned to plastic.
World War II greatly increased the volume of plastics manufacture.

In fact , the demand for plastics products was so

great that the product was early put on the priority list.
The army had countless uses for it.

rt•a order for four bil-

lion plastic buttons annually was it's smallest demand.

Nylon

was used for parachutes and cords.
G. I. joe's equipment included plastic goggles, helmet inner liner, comb, brush, toothbrush, razor case,
canteen, plastic treated raincoat and shoes, plastic
bayonnet scabbard, to name a few articles.
ery
piece of communication equipment used by every branch
of the armed forces included plastic parts. Every
plane , jeep and half track required a certain number
of plastic articles in it's manufacture.
So the status of plastics underwent an astounding change.
No

longer could the material be classed as a substitute or one

used solely for the manufacture of novelties.

At long last,

plastics ca.me to be regarded as an indispensable material for
which, in many cases at least, there is no satisfactory subl

Bernard Wolfe, Plastics, p. 31
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stitute.
11 authorities agree that plastics have had a tremendous impact upon business and industry.

Tith ever expanding

in this country--an increase of over 600% in the past ten years
alone--plastice now exceed aluminum and lead in annual tonnage.
On a bulk volume basis, it's consumption is greater than that
of zinc and copper.

For 1950, the production of more than

1,500,000,000 pounds of plastic ~s reported,

ceeding

ith a value ex-

500,000,ooo. 1

Consumers have benefited by more than 25,000 improved
products and generally at a lower cost.

A few of the more

recent plastic products are: heavy-duty bearings, fishing lines,
tow lines for gliders, clothespins, coffins, sa.xa.phone reeds,
window screens, table tops, wall paneling, wall tile, textiles,
sheer hosiery, and Christmas cards.
Perhaps the newest mother's aid is a plastic collapsible
and disposable baby bottle
and sterilization.
then thrown away.
Washington D.

c.,

hich eliminates brushing, scrubbing,

They are pre-sterilized, used once and
Called "Shellies" by their inventor, a
registered nurse, they are sold in kits con-

taining assembly and storage racks, special nipples, inner and
outer rings, caps, a bottle expander, and 100 disposable
bottles, the latter pre-sterilized and sealed against contamination.

As the baby feeds, the bottle collapses, eliminating

-1

C.R. Bragdon, "Paint, Varnish, and Plastic Chemistry",
Ing.ustrial and Engineering Chemistr:y:, june, 1951, p. 1278
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back pressure and preventing the swallowing of air.
no burps.

Result:

1

Plastic artificial eyes, exact in every detail and matched
with their real mates, have been so well made that they have
fooled doctors d uring ph..ysical examinations.

Plastic conta ct

lenses are also being widely used by people who need glasses
and do not want to wear regular eye glasses.
Perhaps the most astonishing recent development is a plastic made of human blood, uses as substitutes for natural tissues in surgery.

Manufactured in sheets or shaped into cups

and tubes, the plastics are useful in covering exposed tissue
or splicing severed blood vessels, as well as replacements for
cartilage .

After serving t h eir purpose, the plastics are grad-

ually absorbed without causing irritation.

The tL~e of absorp-

tion can be regulated during the process of sterilization, done
by steaming under pressure.

The longer it is heated, the more

slowly it will be absorbed after use.

2

vlhat about the plastics of tomorrow?

The new billion dol-

lar industry which has already invaded our bedcbambers and bathrooms shows no s igns of slowing down.

Dining from plastic plates

on a plastic table in a plastic home, tomorrow's householders
may look on us as denizens in a primitive, pre-plastic age. 3
1

Tom Bernard, "Our New Plastic World", The American 1agazine, January, 1949, p. 121
2
3

~ ' P• 122

Arthur W. Baum, "The World Goes Plastic", The Saturday
Evening Post, May 20, 1950, p. 28
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Imagine a time when big bridges will be built partly
of plastic, when water will flo

·1

to millions of consumers

through plastic pipes, when automobile bodies will be molded
in one piece at the rate of one minute .

Fantastic?

Far from

it, says Carleton Ellis, jr., of Libbey Owens - Ford Glass Company.

He pred,icted a future for plastics "undoubtedly beyond
1
our liveliest imaginations .
How would you like an automobile that would never need

polishing or repainting because the color was imbedded in the
plastic body and a five minute bath with a hose would clean it?
There would be no such things as
plastic car.

11

blind spots" in your future

Windows and top would be a solid transparent

piece with 360 degree visibility.
Would you like a plasti c house?

There would be no paint

job every few years; there would be no rusted plum.bing; there
would be no peeling of wall-paper; there would be relatively
little fire hazard; and there would be no unsightly stains on
floors and furniture .

For the lazy would be horticulturists ,

there would be a plastic flower garden needing no watering or
weeding.
Today 's applications, research, and production are sufficient to make the preceding predictions well within the realm
of reality.

1
11

All Plastic World Seen By Engineer", The Houston
Chronicle, March 14, 1951
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CHAPTER N
VALUE OF PLASTICS TO INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Progressive education must be taught by progressive
teachers, and progressive teachers are those who keep up to
date with the world in which we live .

One of the most modern

developments in recent years is the amazing growth in the field
of plastic products.

Plastics are being used for a greater

variety of purposes daily, and it is of primary importance that
we teach our future users of plastic products something about
the characteristics and development of this material as well
as to give them the opportunity to work with a ne·w substance,
a substance that glows in color and beauty.

A study of plas-

tics will give new life and interest to the industrial arts
program in any school.

It is indeed progressive teaching of

a progressive industry .
Wood, metal, leather , ceramics, and various other materials
used in the teaching of the various fields in industrial arts
all have certain advantages and disadvantages which places a
limit as to the uses for which it may be applied.
restrictions also hold true in regard to plastics.

These same
However be-

cause of certain physical properties of the material it has
many advantages that can be found in no other material .

It pre-

sents beauty and artistic possibilities never before realized
in the industrial arts shop .

Plastics possess the durability

of metals, yet they are warm and pleas a nt to touch.

They can

be secured in all the colors of the rainbow, in transparent,
translucent, or opaque and also are in mottled colors of all
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shades and 1:1.ixtures.

One company

will produce a plastic of

the exact coloring and translucency required for any purpose ,
and will match any sample or colored paper or paint submitted.
Plastics possess numerous advantages that make them desirable as an industrial arts material .

They are easily worked

with the simple hand tools, and in no other material can such
a finished professional looking project be turned out with

such limited equipment, minimum labor, and comparative in expense .

No long er must laborous hours be spent in sanding and

rubbing do\'m countless coats of finish, for with these new
colored plastics, a few touches with a power sanding disk and
a buffing wheel with the proper compounds yields a sl,l.rface of

unsurpassed beauty and glasslike smoothness, a perm.anent and indestructible finish ,

1ithout a coat of any kind of varnish or

stain, without waiting for anything to dry, and most important
of all, with the same pattern and color thxou h the material . 2
Plastic projects may be designed to correspond with the
abilities of students from the early grades up through high
school.

Beautiful projects may be formed ·with the aid of a

file and sandpaper as well as with the use of a lathe, power
sander, buffer , and various other machines, because the beauty
of the project comes from within t he plastic itself .

Plastics

can be buffed to a gem-l ike brilliance and in some cases are
1
2

Tennessee Eastman Corp., Kingsport, Tennessee

A. J . Lockery, Plastics In The School And Home ~ork
Shop, p. 12
-
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difficult to distinguish from pre cious stones.
The use of plasti c s as a material suitable for the industrial arts shop does encounter some obstacles.
as a rule are comparatively high priced .

Plastics

However, because

plastic projects are usually small , they do not require a
great deal of material, and there is practically little raste .
Caution must be used in the designin

and forming of small

plastic parts because the material is somewhat brittle and
will break if handled in too careless a manner .
The past few years have brought out a number of books,
magazine articles and manufacturer 's pamphlets that are of
some value to the industrial arts teacher who is interested
in this newest branch of industrial education.

One of the

most valuable books for an industrial arts class in plastics
is: Plastic Problems and Processes , written by Dale E . l.:.ansperger and Carson

w.

Pepper .

Various magazines have arti-

cles or projects on plastic materials , notable among these
are Popular Home Craft, The Home Craftsman, and Industrial
Arts and Vocational Education magazines.
Information regarding the raw materials , process of
manufacturing, uses of plastics , etc., can be secured free
of charge from manufacturing co ncerns such as: Bakelite Corporation , New York, New York; The Tennessee Eastman Corporation, Kingsport , Tennessee; The Boonton Molding Company,
Boonton, New .Jersey; Monsanto Chemical Com any, Springfield,
Massachusetts; and other such companies engaged in the manufacture of plastic materials .
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CHAPTER V

PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR SHOPWORK
Since the concern here is with the plastic material
suitable for use in the craft shop, no elaborate detail ,ill
be made concerning the many types of plastics for various
other uses.
Cast and laminated plastics are sufficient for the beginning craftsman.

As interests and skills increa se molding

compounds and the thermoplastic sheets may be introduced.
While most school work has been done with cast
resinoid; molding compounds, laminated forms,
and sliced thermoplastic sheets will find a
place in school pro rams as soon as instructors
and administrators have had fhe opportunity to
explore their possibilities.
Stock moldings are available in numerous shapes and sizes.
The Catalin Company has a thermoplastic product, called Garalin, which is sold in sheets varying from one-eighth inch in
thickness to one inch, in cylinders with outside dimensions
from one inch to four and one-half inches, in rods of many
sizes and in a great many novelty shapes and sizes.

Other

plastic supply companies will have similar materials.

Appen-

dix II may be consulted. for the names and addresses of these.
Colors available in these materials are limitless.
er colors may be mottled with lighter colors.

Dark-

A partially

complete plastic color list from one firm includes eleven
1

Dale E. Mansperger and Carson
lems and Processes, p . 8

w.

Pepper, Plastig Prob-
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thousand different color shad.es.

In addition variegated

effects and two-tone colors are available.
Names given to plastics which can be used in cra ftwork
are confusing, since there are so many types.
Plastics chemists seem to have at their command
an unlimited variety of chemical building blocks
which they can toss together in thousands of
different combinations and each combination turns
out to be another plastic, with properties quite
different from those of another combination of the
same materials . Such a situation prevails in the
new acrylates and methyl methacrylates, a whole
new series of plastics based on petroleum derivatives. Various combinations produce anything rrum
a sort of thin varnish to the beautiful new solid
materials like Plexiglas and Lucite.l
Lucite and Plexiglas are the only acrylates used by
craftsmen at this time.

They differ from the better known

phenolic formaldehydes, such as Catalin, because of their
better optical characteristics, as well as in being thermoplastic . instead of thermosetting.
ever are identical.

Their own formalae, how-

Their greatest appeal for popularity is

in their ability to pick up light, conduct it even around
bends and throw it off at the end of the piece almost as if
there were a new source of light.
These two materials can be bad in the transparent, in a
milky or translucent form, and in eight colors.
purchased in molded sheets.

Lucite is

Plexiglas sheets are cast, and

are easiest to work for the craft purposes.
1

A. J. Lockery, op. cit., p. 95

The material be-
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comes thermoplastic at 170°F.

Wooden bending forms should

be lined with felt to leave the surface unmarked.

A good

polishing material is a common brass polish, Noxon.
Celluloid is commonly used by craftsmen.

It is the

oldest plastic as well as the easiest to work .
able in numerous colors.

It is avail-

It was the only thermoplastic for

years, but has had a sudden decline in popularity since the
advent of cellulose acetate .
_ cetate is much like the other synthetic plastics in it's
physical properties.

It does, however, absorb more water, and

it is soluble in certain low esters, meaning that it may be
joined or cemented quickly with nothing but a solvent, pro ducing a clear joint as strong as the original.

It softens in

alcohol, permitting much stretching after soaking.

It can be

laminated in any thickness to itself or any other material .

It

possesses a high percentage of ultraviolet light but has a low
heat conductivity.
Laminated phenolics are the thin sheets of material used
for large areas, such as tops for tables, desks, and counters,
and are entirely different from the cast forms of phenolics.
They are mentioned here because they are the only economical
form of plastics for use on large surfaces.

Among the princi-

pal trade names are Lamicoid, Micarta , Phenolite, Formica, and
Insurok.

They are available in solid, mottled, or patterned

figures.

The original surfaces have a fair polish, but once

the surface is cut into, a good polish cannot be restored on
the new surface.
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The makers of Formica :produce a veneer laminated with
"bakeli te".

It is called "Realwood".

It cons is ts of a thin

sheet of real veneer laminated with a one-sixteenth inch of
Formica.

The result is a water-proof, cigarette-proof, alco-

hol proof material having the beauty of actual wood but the
other properties of :plastic.

The same company also makes a

translucent sheet of laminated material in which the layers
are of different colors.

Signs or designs can be made from

this material by routing or sandblasting through the covering
layer, which is one color, leaving the design standing out in
the color of the second layer, which is another color.
Many plastic coatings are coming to be used.

It is pos-

sible that in the near future, these will be available to woodshops for finishing furniture.
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C

TER VI

TOOLS, EQ,UD?MEHT & SUPPLIE:S
Cast resin plastics can be worked with anything
from a nail file to a million dollar factory.
The beauty and finish of the finished product
are inherent in the material itself, and can be
brought out easily and completely by an amateur
with a rag as t~y can be in the big factory's
tumbling barrel.
·
Plastics are unique in the respect that they can be
worked with any hand or power tool which is used for wood shop
or metal, with the exception of sharp edged tools as knives ,
planes, chisels, etc.

Thus we see that plastics can easily

and with no expense, other than for materials, be introduced
into any school shop.
Plastics can be worked with only files, a hand drill ,a
set of bits and any fine toothed back saw or back saw.

Add

to this some buffing and polishing compounds , sand-paper, cement, rags, and felt polishing sticks, and one has sufficient
equipment for plastics crafts .

The felt p olishing sticks are

file-shaped, about one foot long, of various cro ss sections,
as rounded, triangular, and flat.
heavy wool or flannel.

They are covered with felt ,

Wnen using the sticks, it is rubbed

into the polishing compound and rubbed briskly over the plastic.

Two sets must be used---one for buff and one for polish.

They must not be mixed .
A list of tools to make work more simple and efficient
in school shops follows:
l

• J. Lockery, Plastics in the School and Home Workfilll?.ll, p • 15
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Lay- out to ols
1. Rule

6 . Square

2 . Scriber

? . Mortise gauge

3 . Scratch awl

8 . Irregular curves

4 . Prick punch

9 . Sof"t face hammer

10 . T. bevel

5 . Dividers

Hand Shaping tools
1 . Block plane

6 . Carving set

2 . Needle files

7 . Hack saw

3 . T\vist drills

8 . Hand drills

4 . Jeweler ' s saw

9 . Files

10 . Thread cutter

5 . Coping saw

11 . Engraving set

Power tool s
1 . Buffer

4 . Drill press

2 . Saws

5 . carving spindl e

a . Band

6 . Rotary tool s

b . Circular

7 . Sander

c . J"ig

8 . Tumbling barrel

3 . Machine lathe

9 . Grinder

10 . Wood lathe
Plastics have a capac ity for dulling tools faster than
either wood or metal .

It follows naturally, then , that a

good grinder is nec essary .

It should be equipped with a

coarse and medium fine wheel .

Wheels of seven by 3/4" are
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practical with a no-load speed of 2400 R. P • .f ., especially for
a crylics .
As previously stated, most school shops are equipped
the essential tools and machines .
essary to cut up stock .

Only one power saw is nec-

Most school shops have more l athes

than other equipment , and l a t hes are used raore
than oth er machines.
moderate cost.

ith

ith plastic

n extra buffing head may be s et up a t

Extra buffing heads could be run off of the

arbor of each lathe. A few supplies which are not usually
found in the wood shop are listed as fol.Lows.
6/0 to 8/0 wet or dry garnet sand paper {one sheet to a
job), 70 ply loose-stitched buffs, 8" diameter , buffing
compound.
In the preceding list, materials have been 11s~ed somewhat in the order of their importance to the cra ftsman.

It

may be stated here that in sanding plastics an annoying odor
is present.

It is t herefore advis able to devise some sort

of dust collecting receptacle to be attached to the sander.
If a var ied list of projects is to be offered in plastics,
it is necessary to bave some basic supplies on hand .
is a suggested list for the average shop •
• • Saw blades
1. Jig saw
2. Coping saw
3 . Fret saw
4. Jeweler's saw

Following
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B. Adhesives
1. Acetate cement
2. Opaque plastics cement
3. Rubber cement

4. Tra nsparent cement
5. Accelera tor

c.

Fastening d evices
1. Machine screws
2. Drive scre'1ra
3. Self-tapp ing screws

n.-

Metal findings
1. l" par pins
2. l½" b a r pins
3. Dress clips

4. Spring clasps
5. Buckle catches

6. Hinges

?. Ear ring mountings
E . Abrasives
1. Rotten stone
2. Learok buffing compounds
3.

II

4.
5.

II

grade 304 B

II

"

"

746

II

II

11

119

II

II

6. FF pumice stone

grade "6c" or grade

11

S11
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7 . No . 2 electro - coated garnet paper
8 . No . 1t

II

II

II

II

9 . No . 1

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

10 . No .

½

11 . No . 0 ·w ater- proof garnet paper

12 . No. 3/0

II

(I

II

II

13 . · No . 7/0

II

II

II

II

F . Miscellaneous supplies
1 . Glass mixing rod

2 . Dilute hydrochloric acid
3 . Ethyl alcohol
4 . Cutting oil

G. Plastics
1 . Sheets (12 11 x 24 11 ) Thickness 1/8" to l" by eighths

2 . Rods diameters of 1/4 , 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8, 1,

1 1/4, 1 1/2 inches
3 . Square rods (stock molds) 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 1

1 1/2 and 2
4 . Cylinders (stock lUOlds)

1 11 O. D. x 1/2

r . D.

1 3/8" O. D.

l" I . D ., 3 11

X

211

5 . Hexagon rods (stock molds)
6 . Scalloped rods (stock mold)

7. Special castings
a . Ring stock
b . Animal shapes

o. n.
o. D.

r.

D.

X

1 1/2

X

2 5/8 I . D.
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c . Buckle stock
d . Anchor stock
e . Dress clip stock
8 . Laminated sheets

a . Real wood 1/16" in thickness
b . Plain colors 1/16 11 in thickness
9 . Cellulose acetate sheets {20

x

50)

. 010 to . 030 inches in thickness

Names of supply houses and their addresses will be
found in Appendix I .
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C

TER VII

WORK PROCESSSS
Cast resins can be machined or shaned in the average
school shop without the expense of special tools or machines.
lthough most of the operations in working with plastics may
be performed by hand, a few machines such as a band saw, jigsaw, lathe, bench grinder, buffer, and hand grinder will save
much time and enlarge the scope of the work .

In working

plastics, dull tools or crowding generates heat and produces
an unpleasant formaldehyde odor .

While the fumes may not be

harmf'ul, they can be avoided by working more slowly, working
with sharper tools, the installation of ventilating hoods, or
by a stream of water .
Plastics may be sawed with any saw, however, plastics
require a negative rake for cleanest results; therefore, a
medium to fine toothed blade should be used .

The coping, fret

or fine toothed hack saw may be used effectively, however a
hack saw is the most efficient of the hand saws because it
makes a clean cut, is not as apt to chip the material as a
wood saw, and is not as easily dulled as are most of the other
saws .

For fine work, a jeweler's saw is very useful and satis-

factory .
Especially in power sawing and sanding, the unpleasant
odor is given off, the plastic becomes heated and a fine dust
is formed which irritates the eyes something like raw onions
and also causes sneezing when breathed into the nose .
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"While this emission is not hc:trmful as f a r as
informa tion

resent

oes, it is unpleasant and should be avoided as

far as possible . "

1

Because of t he shape and set of a cir-

cular saw, it is not

ell suited for saring plastics .

circular saw is used, bindin

If the

should be a voided by making

sure of a true set up on the saw table and an adeauate "set"
on t he blade .

Also since plastics exoand \hen hot , t h e blade

sho uld be set up so it just protrudes throu h t he material .
The band sa·w is the most common sa •r used by craftsmen for
cutting plastics .
though ordinary

A

ave ed ge hacksaw tn,e is popular , al-

oodworking blades may be used .

Sandin

belts for sanding irregular surfaces are often mounted on
the band sar in place of a blade .

A ji

saw is hi hly satis -

factory- --especially in cutting out jewelry sha.nes from sheet
stock .

A j e\veler ' s blade with twenty-two teeth to t he inch

is best for fine ·work .
Both the wood and metal -workin
turning plastics.

The

lathe can be used for

ood t urning lathe is the mos t popu-

lar and therefore ~ill be dis cussed more thoro ghly .
tic rod may be turned by one of two methods .

A

las-

Because the

plastic would break if a live center were driven into one end ,
a hole must be drilled in t he center of the rod and tifo

coves

must be sawed in the end to :provide a place for spurs to ca tch .
Another hole must be drilled in the center of the other end
1

• E. Mans:perger and
and Proces~, p . 25

c.

W. Pepper, Plastic Problems
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for the dead center.

Another method of turning a rod is to

cut a slightly tapered hole in a wood face plate and hold
the rod in the hole

ith a friction fit.

Wood mandrels are

used for mounting plastic cylinders for turning.

The man-

drel is made with a slight taper and the plastic cylinder is
forced tightly so that friction will prevent it from slipping.
11 tools with the exception of a gauge may be used.
plastic is cut with a scraping action.

The

The cutting point of

the tool should be at the center of the work ·ith the handle
raised at a slight angle above the cutting edge.
bon-like shaving should be cut.

A thin rib-

When scoring a line

ith a

skew, care must be taken so that the friction of the material
on the sides of the tool will not cause the plastic to char.
For hand work, a good assortment of files and so~e sand
paper are all the tools needed .

In machine work, a small

shaper may be used, but it must travel at a high speed (8,00010,000 R. P . M. ) and a fine cut should be taken .
Plastic will not thin out on a bend, nor can it be "upset" or thickened by any process .

Nothing is possible ex-

cept a clean straight bend or twist .

The most c ommon method

to bend plastics is to heat it in water .

The water should be

just under the boiling point (about 200°F . ) and the plastic
should be kept in the water approximately three minutes for
every 1/8" of thickness .

The material may then be easily

bent to shape in a wood or metal form by hand .

It will bend

easily while hot , but will hold it ' s shape as soon as it be-
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comes cool .
Because plastics soften when heated, metal pins or inserts are easily attached by drilling a hole in the plastic
a little smaller than the tang of the metal insert.

\vb.en

the plastic is heated, the metal may be forced into the hole.
When the plastic cools, it contracts around the metal making
a strong joint .
A wood-augur bit can never be used for cutting plastics,
as it would split the material.

Ordinary metal drills of any

type, as well as reamers and countersinks, mounted in either
hand-drills or a drill press may be used.

Drilling in plas-

tics is very similar to drilling in brass.

Care must be

taken to prevent the drill from "digging-in" •

.For drills

over 1/4" D. , it is advisable to grind the lips so they form
an angle of 90° with the surface being cut.

This is called

a "negative rake" .
To tap a hole, use standard machine ta sand dies .

ro

lubrication is necessary .
Both the tap and drill should be cleaned frequently when
tapping or drilling a hole .

The friction of the drill may

produce a gas while drilling deep holes.

This gas must be al-

lowed to escape, or the pressure might crack the plastic being
drilled .
Many of the articles made from plastics are made by shaping or forming one piece of material .

However, before long,

problems will appear involving the fastening of various parts
by one or more methods .
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Cementing is the least involved of fastening and may be
used in a wide variety of cases.

Since plastics are non-

porous, regular glues do not make a satisfactory joint .

Ce-

ments satisfactory for glass can be used to a certain extent
but the best type of cement must be secured from the manufacturer of the plastic being used .

This cement is the ra

resin before it is polymerized , or sometimes called stage A
resin.

It is a clear syrupy liquid

til heated .

h.ich will not harden un-

The ce:nent is only partially dehydrated, leaving

a small a.mount of vrater still in it.

This

ater must be

dravm off at the time of using the cement by some artificial
means of supplying he ..... t to the cement.

The most common method

of doing this is to place as much cement as needed on a glass
plate, then add a few drops of muriatic {hydrochloric acid)
acid to the cement and stir with a glass stirring rod .

Ap-

proximately one part of acid should be used to ten parts of
c~ent.

The effect of the acid causes extreme heat in contact

with the very small a.mount of water present .
cement to polymerize into a solid hard resin.

This causes the
This reaction

causes the clear stage A resin to turn to a milky 'hite color.
If enough acid has been used and is mixed thoroughly, this
white liquid will start to thicken into a ,hite paste .
at this stage that it must be applied to the wor k .

It is

If it is

left much longer, it will harden and become useless .
The parts to be cemented must be clean and should be
sanded---not buffed where they are to be joined.

If' possible ,

a clamp should hold the pieces while the cement is setting.
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Excess cement may be re~oved with a cloth dampened with alcohol, or it may be removed with a knife before it reaches
it's final stage .

After the cement hardens, it ~ay be cut

or filled to leave a smooth finished appearance.

Because

of the white color of the cement is sometimes objectionable,
colors are available which may oe added to the cement

hile

it is being mixed .
Self-tapping screws may be secured from supply houses
handling plastics or at hard-ware stores.

A hole of the pro -

per size is drilled and a screw of the proper size is driven
with a screw driver .

The scre-w cuts it's o~m thread and makes

a strong joint which may be disassembled a few times if necessary.
Drive screws serve much the same purpose as rivets.
hole of the proper size is drilled into the pieces to be joined and the drive screw is driven lightly with a hammer until
the parts are firmly held together.

Once the drive screw is

in place, it is impossible to remove it without breaking the
material .

Because the spiral threads are forced into the ma-

terial, it is of utmost importance that the proper size hole
is drilled, and that the drive screw is driven in place very
carefully.
The natural beauty of the plastic material itself is
usually attractive and no additional decoration is needed.
However , in some instances, the finished article is improved
by carving , inlaying , or overlaying various designs .

Carving may be done by hand or by machine.

A common
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triangular edge file makes a go od hand ca rving tool if the end
is shaped like an engraving tool.

The cutt ing angl e should

be ninety degrees to prevent the p oint from "digging-in" the
work.

The file is used with a pushing motion just as an en-

graver's tool.

For more intricate carvings , a small high-speed

electric hand grinder with a co plete set of cutters Till pro duce any type of ca rved work .
The most interesting effect in carving ,

hether working

with hand or power tools is carving done on the back of transparent material .

ny

II

depth11 in t he a ctual ca rving c uts sho,. ,

up as "height" when viewed from the other side.
Inlaying may be of simple or complex type.

The easiest

method is to scra tch a line or a design in the project after
it has been buffed and then wipe a qui ck dry ing enamel of a
contras ting color over the surface.

The enamel stays in the

scra tched line but is easily removed from t he polished surface.
Deeper lines may also be filled with the colored cement and the
entire article surfaced smooth after the cement has hardened.

A more difficult, most attractive type of inlaying may be performed by inlaying various shapes or designs of one color plastic into a ro uted out section of a contrasting colored article.
Both the routed section and the inlay must be carefully cut
and a tight-fitting joint is essential .

The inlay is cemented

in place; preferably with a cement of the same color as t h e inlay, then sanded a nd polished to a smooth true surface .
Over- laying as a general rule is ea sier than inlaying .
Over-laying refers to the Cffinenting of a small piece of plas-
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tic on top of the surface of another larger piece of material which is usually of a contrasting color from the overlay .

The two pieces should be sanded but not buffed where

they are to be cemented .
The process used to produce a smooth polished surface in
plastics requires the same fundamentals used in polishing or
finishing any material .

The entire process is a series of

steps, each of which removes the coarser marks or scratches
left by the previous operation .

If each step is perfo

ed.

carefully and completely, much time and labor will be saved .
Filing is a quick effective method of removing the
coarser marks left by the saw.

A coarse file should be used

first and then a fine-toothed file for the finishing touches .
Be sure all deep scratches are re!D.oved .
Sanding may be done by hand or by the machine .

If a

lathe is available, a disk sander may be made by gluing sandpaper to the fa ce of a piec e of wood and fastening the other
face of the wood on a face plate .

Various sizes and shapes of

spindle sanders may also be made for the lathe, and prove them.selves very effect ive and time - saving .

The "slight s cale"

should be removed by sandpaper from all cast plastics before
buffing .

The plastic dust will c log the finer grades of sand-

paper , so it is suggested that water be used to wash the fine
particles away .
operation .

11

Wet or dry" sandpaper is very useful in this

The paper backing is "water- proofed" for this pur-

pose .
Steel wool in it ' s finer grad.es (2/0 and 3/0) does the
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same work as sand paper, but it seems to cut faster a.nd pro duces just as smooth a s urface as sand paper .

All file and

sand paper scra tches must be removed at this stage.
Ashing mea ns rough polishing .

It is the process of using

wet pumice powder on a buffing wheel to act as a fine abrasive in cutting or polishing a surface.

This is usually

done witn a "mud-wheel" (a buffing wheel 8 11 to 12 11 in diameter
covered with a hood and running over a pan of thic
from 00 pumice and water) .

~

paste mad e

This partic ul a r method is usually

very messy and is not recommended for a school shop.

Ashing

is not neces sary if a complete job has been done with sand paper and a fine steel wool .
Buffing is t he final step in producing a smooth, gem-lik e
finish.
ing .

For best results, two wheels should be used when buff-

The first wheel should be charged with a buffing com-

pound or jeweler's rouge .

After a thoro ugh buffing with this

wheel, in which all scratches visible to the eye are removed,
a clean muslin or flannel wheel should be used.

This clean

wheel will remove any grease left by the buffing compound and
will produce a beautiful, brill iant l uster on the non-p orous
material .
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sm1J ,J.A.RY
new and important trend is evident in the use
of plastics.- More and more engineers are investigating and considering them as engineering
materials---not as alternates but as replacements possessing certain inherent characteristics and advantages that can be capitalized on
in new engineering designs. 1
A

The rapid and almost phenomenal growth of the pla stics
industry in recent years

over 600% in the past decade_

has created many job opportunities and foc used much attention
on plastics as an industrial material.

If the industry is to

continue its gro·wth, an intelligent well trained personnel is
essential.

Although it is not the purpose of industrial arts

to furnish vocational training, it will serve as a voc a t i onal
foundation for t hose who have interest, aptitude, and ability
for, and a desire to enter the industry.

A course in pla stics

will also furnish exploration and guidance for its students in
that it will give them an opportunity to discover their abilities along t h is line, if such abilities exist.

It will also

give them a chance to select plastics as an avocational interest.
The rapid growth of the plastics industry has also bro ught
on an ever increasing number and variety of plastic products
for the market.

A course in plastics would furnish the indus-

trial arts students with the consumer knowledge necessary to
buy plastic products with confidence and use them properly.

It

is certain that plastics are becoming as common as wood or met1

John Sasso, Plastics For Industrial~, P• 72
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al in the industrial world.

It follows, then, that a pupil

·who finishes high school has a ri ght to know so ething of
this industry just as he has a right to know something of the
metal ind_ustry.

Although plastics are slightly h i G1er in

price than wood or metal, the cost of the projects are comparable due to the diraentional stability of thin sheets of
pla stic and the projects suitable for plastics a re co ~p a r a tively small .
The addition of a unit in plastics to the existing industrial arts program ,:rill do much to stimula te interest in the
shop, especially for the junior high school a e group.

The

multitude of colors, the unique characteris tics, and the gemlike appearance of the finished produ ct has much to do with
stimulating this interest.

The completed plastic project,

although entirely hand made may be indistinguishable froo the
manufactured article .

Plastic articles are sold in retail

stores at prices which make projects turned out by a cra fts man valuable, not only in a reward of accomplisnment but also in actual cash value. 1
If our ind.ustrial arts departments are going to continue to pride themselves on being so organized that students
may explore all industrial channels open to them in adult
life, then, they must include a course in plastics in their
offerings.
1

Stanley F . Schneck, "Course in Plastics", Industrial
Arts and Vocational Education, March, 1948, p. 114
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Names and Addresses of Supply Houses
I . Plastics , cast resinoids
A. "Amberol"

Fellowcrafters, Inc.
64 Stanhope st .
Boston, Massachusetts

B. "Bakelite"

Bakelite Corporation
30 E . 42nd st .
Hew York, N. Y.

c.

Forwood Specialities Co.
Box c- 56
Scotch Plains, New Jersey

"Catalin and
Plexiglas"

Jackson Studio
5438 N. Shoreland Ave .
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Craftsman Supply Home
32 Browns Ave .

Scottsville, N. Y.
Craft Shop
124 Ford Ave .

Wyandotte , Mich.
D . "Craftene"

E.

11

Garalin 11

Craft Service
360 Union Ave .
Ro chester , N. Y.
Brodhead- Garrett Co .
4560 E . 71st St .
Cleveland , Ohio

F . "Marblette"

The Marblette Corp .
3721 13th St .
Long Island City, N. Y.

G. nLuci te"

Osborn Bros .
223 w. Jackson Blvd .
Chicago , Ill .

H. "Liquid
plastics 11

The Castolite Co .
Box 221 , Kenilworth , Ill .
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II . Cellulose Plastics
A. "Ba.keli te

B.

11

Celluloid and
Lumarith"

Bakelite Corporation
30 E . 42nd st .
New York, If. Y.
Celluloid Corporation
10 E . 40th St .

ew York, N. Y.
Craft Shop
360 Union Avenue
Ro chester, U. Y.

III . Laminated Plastic s

rv.

A . "Formica"

7ormica Insulation Co .
4613 Spring Grove Ave .
Cincinnati , Ohio

B.

Osborn Bros .
223 W. Jackson Blvd .
Chicago , Ill .

11

Textoli te"

Findings and Supplies

Brodhead- Garret Co .
4560 ~ . 71st st .
Cleveland , Ohio
Tinnerman Products , Inc .
2048 Fulton Rd .
Cleveland , Ohio
Wrot Iron Designers
541 W. 35th St .
New York , ll. Y.
Craft Shop
360 Union v enue
Ro chester , rr. Y.

V. Abrasives and Cement

Brodhead- Garret Co .
4560 E . 71st st .
Cleveland , Ohio
Craft Shop
Address above
Carborundum. co .
Niagara Falls , :r. Y.
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VI . Buffing and Polishing
Compounds

Craft Shop
360 Union A venue
Rochester , M. Y.
Brodhead-Garrett Co .
4560 E . 71st st .
Cleveland, Ohio

Bruce Products Corp .
5712 12th St .
Detroit, .. -rich.
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II

American Cyananid Company
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Ifew York 20 , N. Y .
Bakelite Corporation
New York, u. Y .
Catalin Corporation
New York, N . Y .
Celanese Celluloid Corporation
New York , N. Y.
Durez Plastic and Chemicals, Inc .
N. Tonawanda , N. Y.
Durite Plastic s
Philadelphia, Pa.
Eastern Seaboard Plastics , Inc .
217 Astor Street
Newark 5 , M• .r .
E. I . du Pont de Nemours & Co .
Wilmington , Dela.ware
General lunerican Transportation Corp .
Plastics Division , 135 s. La Salle St .
Chicago 70 , Ill .
General Electric Co .
Plastics Division
l Plastic s Avenue
Pittsfield , l1ass .
Libbey- Owen Ford Class
Plaskon Division
Toledo , Ohio

co .
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Manufacturers Chemical Corp.
Berkeley Heights , N. J.
Monsanto Chemical Co.
Plastics Division , Room 1107
Springfield 2, Mass .
OWens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.
1406 Nicholas Building
Toledo 1, Ohio
Resinous Products and Chemical Co.
Philadelphia , Pa .
Tennessee Eastman Corp.
Kingsport, Tenn.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Micarta Division
Trafford , Pa.
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